Chromosomal common fragile sites (CFSs) are genetically unstable regions of the genome that are induced by conditions that impair DNA replication. In this report, we show that treatment with the DNA polymerase inhibitor, aphidicolin (APH), slows the replication rate throughout S phase. To investigate the unusual sensitivity of CFSs to APH-induced replication stress, we examined replication dynamics within a 50 kb region of the most frequently expressed CFS, FRA3B. We mapped four origins of replication, ori 1 -4, using two independent methods. In untreated cells, we detected significantly less newly replicated DNA at FRA3B ori 1 -3, as compared with three control origins located within non-fragile regions (NCFSs). In APH-treated cells, all FRA3B and control origins tested were active; however, there was a significant increase of nascent strand DNA at the control origins and, to a lesser extent, at the FRA3B ori 1-3. On the basis of these observations and the theoretical modeling of the nascent strand abundance assay developed in this study, we hypothesize that CFS origins may be less efficient, and that APH treatment slows replication fork movement near these origins to a greater extent, resulting in impaired DNA replication and, ultimately, leading to the genetic instability characteristic of CFSs.
INTRODUCTION
Common fragile sites (CFSs) are chromosomal loci that show gaps, breaks or rearrangements in metaphase chromosomes when cells are cultured under conditions that impair DNA replication, such as treatment with low doses of aphidicolin (APH), a DNA polymerase a, d and 1 inhibitor (1,2). CFSs represent highly unstable regions of the genome, and deletions and rearrangements within these regions have been observed in a variety of cancer cells (3, 4) .
Eighty-nine CFSs are listed in the genome database; of these, 15 have been cloned (2, 5) . The FRA3B at 3p14.2 is the most frequently expressed CFS, and breakage is seen in up to 50% of cells exposed to APH (6) . Sequence comparison of the various CFSs has not revealed a common motif, such as a trinucleotide repeat, that may be responsible for fragility; however, the CFSs are AT-rich and high in long interspersed nuclear elements and medium reiterated repeats (2, 7) . Analysis of the flexibility of DNA based on the twist angle of the double helix has revealed that CFSs contain regions of high flexibility and low DNA stability (8, 9) .
Laird et al. (10) hypothesized that fragile sites are late-replicating regions of the genome. Replication dynamics have been evaluated for four CFSs, FRA3B, FRA16D, FRA7G and FRA7H (11) . Although not all of these replicate in late S phase (FRA3B and FRA16D replicate late, whereas FRA7G and FRA7H replicate in mid-S), APH induces a significant delay in replication, thereby linking late or slow replication to CFS expression. However, there are no reports of the effect of low doses of APH on cell cycle progression, origin activation and replication fork progression, as well as their relationship to fragile site expression.
In this study, we show that APH treatment slows the DNA replication rate across the entire genome throughout the S phase. This effect could be the result of replication fork stalling, slower fork movement and/or a decrease in origin firing in response to the S-phase checkpoint. To characterize the replication dynamics within CFS and non-fragile regions †These authors are designated as co-first authors.
(NCFSs) under basal conditions, and to evaluate the effects of APH, we mapped four origins of replication within a 50 kb region of FRA3B. Our analysis of replication dynamics suggests that CFSs behave differently, i.e. they have a lower origin efficiency and/or faster fork speed, under basal growth conditions. Moreover, APH treatment differentially affects origins within CFS versus NCFS regions. Our data support a model in which APH treatment slows replication fork movement to a greater extent in proximity to CFS origins, e.g. APH may affect origin efficiency and/or block some replication forks very close to the origins within CFS sequences. Overall, our results shed new insights into the mechanisms by which CFSs exhibit greater sensitivity to APH-induced replication stress.
RESULTS

APH treatment extends the S phase and slows the replication rate
We assessed the effect of APH on the global replication dynamics of human lymphoblastoid cells by flow cytometric analysis of the progression of cells synchronized in G 1 /S through the cell cycle in the presence or absence of 0.4 mM APH. Upon release from the block, the majority of the cells reach early-S phase by 2 h, mid-late-S phase by 4 h and late-S to G 2 phase by 6 h; a distinct G 2 peak is observed at 7 -8 h (Fig. 1A) . With APH treatment, the cells progress very slowly and gradually through the S phase (Fig. 1B) . The majority of the untreated cells are in early-S phase by 4 -7 h, mid-S phase by 8 -12 h and late-S phase between 14 and 18 h. A G 2 peak is evident between 18 and 22 h. Thus, APH slows the replication rate throughout the S phase, extending the S phase from 7 h in untreated cells to 20 h in APHtreated cells. This result suggests that replication forks progress more slowly or stall in APH-treated cells and/or that fewer origins are active. Of note, the low dose of APH used in this study has been shown to activate the S-phase checkpoint (12, 13) ; thus, a decrease in the number of active origins is anticipated.
Mapping origins of replication within FRA3B
To examine the effect of APH on DNA replication further, and to address why CFSs are more susceptible to replication interference than other regions, we asked whether the replication dynamics at CFSs differ from that of NCFS regions. To this end, we mapped several origins of replication within the most frequent CFS, FRA3B. The results of previous studies in our laboratory using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)-based analysis of replication timing suggested that there is at least one origin of replication within the region surrounding exon 5 of the FHIT/FRA3B locus (region including the HP2A probe, Fig. 2A and B) (14) . To examine this possibility, we used the nascent strand DNA abundance assay to screen for origins of replication within a 50 kb region containing the sequences encompassed by the HP2A probe (chromosome coordinates 60 430 971 -60 481 190, NCBI Build 35) (15) . The assay is based on the premise that, in an asynchronous population, there is more newly replicating (nascent) DNA at or near the origins than farther away from origins. Initial analysis of nascent strand DNA abundance by competitive PCR using multiple pairs of primers across the 50 kb region of the FRA3B revealed two peaks of nascent strand DNA at regions amplified, suggesting the presence of at least two potential origins within this region (data not shown).
We pursued the mapping of origins within this 50 kb region of FRA3B by using a high-throughput microarray-based approach developed in our laboratory (16) . This non-PCR-based approach employs a highly tiled microarray platform, thereby minimizing potential bias that may be introduced by the amplification steps, and maximizing the number of probes that detect a high level of nascent strand DNA across the potential origin. By microarray analysis of nascent strand DNA from two independent experiments using asynchronous cells, we mapped four origins within the 50 kb region of FRA3B: ori 1 -4 ( Fig. 2C , and Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). FRA3B ori 4 appears to correspond to an origin region encompassing at least two initiation sites; using our peak finder criteria, the telomeric initiation site was detected in some, but not all experiments (note the narrow ori 4 detected in Experiment 1 in Fig. 2C , and data not shown). This result is a function of our method for analyzing the microarray data (see Materials and Methods), whereby any two origins located less than 2 kb apart were merged into a single origin region. Of note, FRA3B ori 2 also corresponds to an origin region, which is characterized in detail in Fig. 3 . A fifth origin, centromeric of ori 4, was detected in only one experiment (Experiment 2 in Fig. 2C ), suggesting that this origin may be a false positive. 
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To validate our origin mapping results, we performed two additional techniques to confirm that ori 1 -3 are bona fide origins. For this purpose, we designed closely spaced primers within a 5 -12 kb region encompassing FRA3B ori 1-3 ( Fig. 2B and 3 , and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ) and analyzed the abundance of nascent strand DNA isolated from asynchronous, lymphoblastoid cells in log phase growth from three independent preparations by SYBR Greenbased real-time PCR (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). As a control, we analyzed the abundance of nascent strand DNA within a 6 -9 kb region encompassing the well-known MYC origin and two origins previously mapped on chromosome 22 using our microarray-based method (TBC1D10A and RNF185 origins) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ) (16, 17) . We also used another independent assay, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with an antibody for ORC6, a major protein component of the pre-replication complex ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). Of note, this ChIP assay was previously used to validate our microarray-based origin mapping method and the mapping of the RNF185 origin (16) . When comparing the results of the nascent strand DNA quantification by microarray (two independent experiments) and by real-time PCR (three independent experiments) with the results of the ChIP experiments (three independent experiments), we observed a direct correlation between the different origin mapping methods for FRA3B ori 3 and RFN185 (Fig. 3B and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). For FRA3B ori 2, we observed at least two ORC6 binding sites suggesting that FRA3B ori 2 corresponds to an origin region encompassing at least two initiation sites near primer pairs 4 and 7 (Fig. 3A) . Due to the nature of the nascent strand abundance assay (size of the DNA fragments) and the lower density of microarray probes around primer 7, the presence of these multiple closely spaced initiation sites was not as noticeable by microarray and realtime PCR analysis (Fig. 3A ). In conclusion, we mapped the first active origins of replication within a 50 kb region of FRA3B, an initial step that is essential for further characterization of the replication dynamics at CFS in untreated and APH-treated cells. Origin confirmation of (A) FRA3B ori 2 and (B) FRA3B ori 3 using real-time PCR analysis of nascent strand DNA abundance, and a ChIP assay. The top panels illustrate an expansion of the nascent strand DNA abundance data obtained by microarray analysis (from Fig. 2 ). Real-time PCR quantification within a 5 -9 kb region spanning the FRA3B ori 2 and ori 3 origins using closely spaced primers (Supplementary Material, Table S2 ) of nascent strand DNA (middle panels) and DNA immunoprecipitated with ORC6 antibody (lower panels). The ChIP results are presented as the fold-enrichment over the value obtained using the primer 1 for FRA3B ori 2. Both assays were performed independently three times (n ¼ 3), and all real-time PCR reactions were performed in triplicate for each primer pair. The average and standard error of the results obtained for the three independent experiments are represented for both assays.
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FRA3B origins behave differently from origins within NCFS regions in untreated cells
To assess potential differences in the replication dynamics between origins mapped in CFS and NCFS regions in untreated cells, we compared the abundance of nascent strand DNA at the FRA3B ori 1 -3, as well as the three control origins, the earlyfiring MYC origin (18), the early-replicating TBC1D10A origin and the mid-to-late-replicating RNF185 origin (16, 19) , in three independent experiments using nascent strand DNA from asynchronous cells (Fig. 4) . Similar to FRA3B ori 1 -4, the latter two control origins were first identified in our laboratory by microarray analysis of nascent strand DNA, and were chosen to minimize any potential bias in replication dynamics, such as variations in origin efficiency and replication timing (16) . Nascent strand DNA from three independent experiments was quantified using SYBR Green-based real-time PCR with closely spaced primers designed within a 3 -12 kb region encompassing each origin (Supplementary Material, Table S2 , and Fig. 4) , and analyzed using a theoretical model that we developed. This model demonstrates that both the shape and the height of the nascent strand DNA peaks are determined by the speed of the replication forks and the origin efficiency (see Material and Methods). However, one cannot directly discriminate between an effect on the fork speed movement versus the origin efficiency when comparing different nascent strand abundance profiles for different regions or treatments.
When comparing the real-time PCR results obtained for untreated cells, we detected significantly less nascent strand DNA at FRA3B ori 1 -3 in comparison with the MYC, TBC1D10A and RNF185 origins ( Fig. 4 and 5 ). This result suggests that the forks initiating from the FRA3B ori 1 -3 are moving faster than those from the MYC, TBC1D10A and RNF185 origins, and/or that FRA3B ori 1 -3 are less efficient than the control origins. By using FISH analysis, Kerem and colleagues determined that the completion of DNA replication assessed by the conversion of singlet signals to doublet signals occurs slowly within two CFSs, FRA7G (five probes examined spanning an 550 kb-region) and FRA7H (eight probes examined spanning an 260 kb-region) (20, 21) . Thus, we favor the hypothesis that the lower levels of nascent strand DNA observed at FRA3B ori 1 -3 results from lower origin efficiency. In summary, our results indicate that CFS origins behave differently than NCFS origins, which could be responsible, in part, for the high sensitivity to replication stress observed within CFSs. Fig. S3 , Table S1 , and data not shown). FRA3B ori 4, which corresponds to an origin region encompassing at least two initiation sites in untreated cells, was split into two peaks located 2829 bp apart, corresponding to these two initiation sites. This result is likely due to the fact that, in the APH-treated samples, the log 2 ratio (Nascent strand DNA/G1) of some of the probes located on the edges of the two initiation sites, including the interval between these two sites, showed low values in comparison with the log 2 ratio of the more central probes and, therefore, did not meet our stringent selection criteria. These results were validated by real-time PCR analysis of nascent strand DNA from three independent nascent strand DNA preparations from APH-treated cells (Fig. 4) . To examine the effect of APH treatment on DNA replication, we normalized the nascent strand DNA abundances obtained by real-time PCR amplification by the total number of cells, and then corrected this normalized data for the number of cells in S phase and the length of S phase (see Material and Methods). We detected significantly more nascent strand DNA in APH-treated cells in comparison with untreated cells at all six origins tested, indicating that APH affects the replication dynamics at origins within both CFS and NCFS regions (Figs 4 and 5) . Furthermore, based on our theoretical modeling, the increase of nascent strand DNA abundance levels indicates that the replication forks are moving away from the origins more slowly, and/or that the origins are more efficient following APH treatment. On the basis of our analysis of the cell cycle progression of the APH-treated cells, which suggested that replication forks progress more slowly or stall in APH-treated cells and/or that fewer origins are active (Fig. 1) , we favor the hypothesis that the increase of the nascent strand DNA abundance level at these origins in APH-treated cells results from the slower speed of the replication forks.
Interestingly, we noted that the relative increase of the nascent strand DNA abundance level observed at the three CFS origins was significantly lower than that of the MYC, TBC1D10A and RNF185 origins (Fig. 5) . This effect could be due to either a block in replication fork progression very close to the origins in APH-treated cells, generating very short nascent strand DNA that would be lost during the DNA preparation, and/or that the origin efficiency is affected by the presence of APH, as a result of the suppression of latefiring origins by the S-phase checkpoint (22) .
To examine whether the effect observed at the FRA3B origins could be due to the possibility that these origins fire later than the RNF185 origin, we assessed the replication timing of FRA3B ori 2. To this end, cells were synchronized at the G 1 /S phase of the cell cycle by a double-thymidine block; following the release from the block, nascent DNA was isolated from untreated cells harvested at 2 h intervals for 8 h. Nascent strand DNA abundance was determined at the FRA3B ori 2 by real-time PCR using primer pairs close to the origin, and normalized to the values obtained at a non-origin region, 2.7 kb away from the sequences amplified by the primer pair close to the origin (Supplementary Material, Tables S3 and S4 ). The MYC origin was used as an early-replicating control, and two origins, one within the RNF185 gene, and the other within the rare fragile site, FRAXA on the X chromosome, were used as mid-to-late-replicating controls (19, 23, 24) .
The peak of nascent strand abundance for the known early origin at MYC was detected 2 h after release from the double-thymidine block, confirming that this origin fires in the early S phase (Fig. 6A) . The relatively low values of nascent strand abundance observed for the MYC ori may be due to the likelihood that the activation of the early MYC ori occurred prior to the 2 h timepoint after release from synchronization and sampling of nascent DNA. As expected, the origins at the rare fragile site (FRAXA) and within RNF185 fired mid-to-late in the S phase, 4 -6 h after release from the double-thymidine block ( Fig. 6C and D) . The FRA3B ori 2 showed a maximum peak of nascent DNA abundance 4 h after release from the double-thymidine block and a lower peak at the 6 h timepoint, suggesting that this origin fires in the mid to mid-late S phase of the cell cycle, earlier than RNF185 origin (Fig. 6B) . Thus, our results suggest that the significantly lower increase in the nascent strand DNA abundance levels observed in APH-treated cells at the three FRA3B origins is not merely due to the general inhibition of late-firing origins by the replication checkpoint.
DISCUSSION
We and others have hypothesized that CFSs correspond to regions of the genome that replicate very slowly, and are unable to recover from a delay in DNA synthesis resulting from replication stress (11, 25) . Using a FISH-based assay Hellman et al. showed that for two CFSs, FRA7H and FRA7G, the completion of DNA replication occurs slowly (20, 21) . In this report, we mapped the first origins identified within a CFS, and examined the replication dynamics within the FRA3B. Our analysis revealed that significantly less newly replicated DNA was detected at FRA3B ori 1-3 in untreated cells, as compared with the three control origins located within NCFS regions, suggesting that CFS origins may behave differently, e.g. they are less efficient and/or have a faster fork speed. On the basis of our theoretical modeling of the nascent strand DNA abundance assay, and previously published data (20,21), we hypothesize that origins located within CFS sequences may be less efficient than those within NCFS regions.
In this study, we also show that APH treatment slows the DNA replication rate across the entire genome throughout the S phase, suggesting that replication forks progress more slowly or stall in APH-treated cells, and/or that fewer origins are active. We determined that all four FRA3B origins, ori 1 -4, and all three control origins are utilized in cells that are exposed to APH. The observation of significantly more nascent strand DNA at each origin in APH-treated cells indicated that APH treatment slows replication fork movement Human Molecular Genetics, 2010, Vol. 19, No. 1near the origins, allowing the accumulation of nascent strand DNA, and/or increases origin efficiency. On the basis of our analysis of the cell cycle progression, we hypothesize that APH treatment slows replication fork movement near both control and CFS origins, but that this effect is enhanced at CFS origins. The significantly lower increase of the nascent strand DNA abundance at CFS origins in APH-treated cells could be due to a block in replication fork progression very close to the origin, generating very short nascent strands that would be lost during the DNA preparation. An alternative, but not mutually exclusive, explanation is that the origin efficiency may be affected by the presence of APH, leading to the firing of these origins in a lower proportion of the cells within the population, most likely in response to the S-phase checkpoint. However, we showed that FRA3B ori 2 is activated in the mid-late S phase of the cell cycle, indicating that the effect observed at the FRA3B origins is not merely due to a general inhibition of late-firing origins by the replication checkpoint. In any case, our results demonstrate that some primary CFS origins are more sensitive to APH than those assayed within NCFS regions. Nonetheless, many more origins located in both CFS and NCFS regions need to be tested to fully characterize the replication dynamics of CFS origins as well as the effects of APH on these origins.
Our understanding of the S-phase checkpoint in human cells, especially under conditions of replication stress, is incomplete. In yeast and Xenopus, the S-phase checkpoint inhibits the initiation of late-firing replication origins (22) . Paradoxically, it has been shown that low doses of APH result in both inhibition of the firing of primary origins, and in the firing of novel (secondary) origins. Indeed, the results of Fiber-FISH studies in human cells have demonstrated that low-efficiency, secondary origins fire when the high-efficiency primary origins are stalled in the presence of APH, which is essential for the complete replication of the genome in the presence of replication stress, such as that resulting from low doses of APH (26, 27) . Although, our nascent strand DNA abundance and microarray assays examined only a 50 kb region of FRA3B, we did not detect any new origins in cells exposed to APH. These results raise the possibility that the 50 kb region of the FRA3B (and by extension, other regions of the FRA3B) is deficient in secondary origin activation. Ge et al. proposed that the S-phase checkpoint may repress origin activation in certain regions of the genome and activate secondary origins in other regions during some forms of replication stress, e.g. low doses of APH (27) ; thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that the 50 kb region of the FRA3B corresponds to a region where both primary origins are repressed and secondary origins are not activated by the S-phase checkpoint.
In summary, our results demonstrate that some primary origins within CFS behave differently than those within NCFS regions in untreated cells, and that CFS origins are differentially affected by APH treatment. Moreover, our data suggest that there is a deficiency of active secondary origins within CFS sequences. We hypothesize that origins within CFSs may be less efficient than those within NCFS regions, and that APH treatment may also affect origin-firing efficiency and/or block some replication forks very close to the origins, an effect that would occur preferentially within CFS sequences. Our results provide new insights toward elucidating the mechanism by which CFSs are more sensitive to replication stress, and they raise several additional questions. For example, are CFS regions affected differently than NCFS sequences by the S-phase checkpoint in the presence of low doses of APH? Are . The X-axis shows the time in hours after release from the double-thymidine block, and the Y-axis represents the ratio of nascent DNA abundance in amplifications using the origin versus the non-origin primers. The timing of origin firing was performed independently twice and showed similar results, with FRA3B ori 2 replicating earlier than RNF185. A representative experiment is shown in the figure. secondary origins more likely to fail to be activated by the S-phase checkpoint? Are replication forks more prone to stall within CFS regions? Furthermore, are these stalled replication forks less likely to be detected and stabilized within CFSs than in other non-fragile regions of the genome? The identification of origins within CFSs provides new resources that can be used to begin to address these and other questions surrounding replication dynamics within CFSs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture, cell cycle synchronization and analysis
Epstein-Barr virus-transformed lymphoblastoid cells (cell line 11365) with a normal diploid karyotype (46,XX) were cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 1% HEPES, 100 units/ml Penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (all from Invitrogen) at 378C in a humidified 5% CO 2 /95% air atmosphere. Where necessary, APH (Sigma) was added to the culture medium at a final concentration of 0.4 mM. Of note, to minimize experimental error during each independent experiment, the cells were divided into two culture flasks, and APH was added to one of the two flasks. Cells were synchronized at the G 1 /S border of the cell cycle by using a 4 mM double-thymidine block. In brief, cells were cultured in the presence of 4 mM thymidine (Sigma) for 12 h, then washed with media without FBS, resuspended in fresh media without additional thymidine and incubated for 9 h. The cells were cultured again in the presence of 4 mM thymidine for 12 h then washed with media without FBS. During the second release, cells were suspended in complete media supplemented with APH where necessary. Cells were harvested at 60-120 min intervals. For cell cycle analysis, cells were harvested and fixed in 70% ethanol. The fixed cells were stained with propidium iodidecontaining buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, 0.8% NaCl, 21 mM MgCl 2 , 0.05% NP-40, 50 mg/ml propidium iodide (PI, Sigma), 1% RNase A) for 30 min, followed by DNA content analysis using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Cells (50-100 Â 10 6 ) in logarithmic phase growth were harvested, fixed at a final concentration of 0.5x10 6 cells/ml in 30% PBS/70% ethanol and stored at 2208C for at least 30 min. To estimate the percentage of cells in S phase of the cell cycle in an asynchronous population, untreated and APH-treated cells (0.4 mM APH for 24 h) were stained with PI as described previously (16) and analyzed using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer. The percentages of cells in S phase were obtained by applying a Watson Pragmatic model to the DNA content profiles, using FlowJo software (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). We analyzed five independent experiments and estimated that 29.9 + 0.5% and 61.6 + 1.1% of the cells are in S phase in untreated and APH-treated cell populations, respectively.
Isolation of nascent strand DNA and chromatin immunoprecipitation
In all experiments, nascent strand DNA (300 bp-1 kb size range) was isolated from asynchronous cells according to the method described by Giacca et al. (15) . Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using ORC6 antibody (05-938, Upstate) was performed according to the protocol provided by Upstate, Inc. (http://www.upstate.com) with the modifications described previously (16) .
Microarray construction, hybridization and analysis
The construction of the arrays, the labeling of DNAs, the microarray hybridization and scanning were performed by the Roche NimbleGen Service Laboratory as described previously (16, 28) . The preparation of the nascent strand DNA and the G 1 DNA for the microarray experiments, and the analyses of log 2 ratios (Nascent strand/G 1 DNA signals) were carried out as described previously (16) . The microarray platform used in this study is highly tiled, covering both DNA strands (forward, FWD, and reverse, REV), with each probe present in duplicate on the array, creating four data sets, FWD1, FWD2, REV1 and REV2. The microarray analysis and 'origin peak finding method' were carried out as described previously (16) . Briefly, a 625 nt sliding window was moved across each data set. Within the window, a probe was considered to 'qualify' if its log 2 ratio was above a set cut-off. A peak was identified when the number of qualifying probes was above a set percentage of the probes within the window (from 20-100% of the probes). The 'start position' of the first qualifying probe and the end position of the last qualifying probe were set as the start and 'end positions' of the peak. Given the size of the nascent strand DNA fragments used for the experiment (300 -1000 nt), we elected to merge any two peaks located less than 2 kb apart into a single origin region.
SYBR Green-based real-time PCR assays
Primers used for the SYBR Green-based real-time PCR assays are shown in Supplementary Material, Tables S2 and S3. The PCR reactions were carried out using a 96-well plate real-time PCR machine (ABI-Step one plus) and the Fast SYBR w mix (ABI), following the manufacturer's protocol (Figs 3-5 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2 ). The nascent strand DNA abundance was estimated using a five-point standard curve obtained with a 4-fold serial dilution of sonicated genomic DNA from sorted G 1 cells (performed in duplicate), purified as described previously (16) . The ChIP sample quantifications were calculated relative to the input sample and are presented as the fold enrichment over a given marker as indicated in the figure legend. For the analysis of the replication timing (Fig. 6) , the nascent strand DNA abundance was quantified by real-time PCR reactions using a LightCycler w PCR machine using LightCycler w capillary tubes (Roche) and the R 2 real time PCR assay mix (Superarray) as previously described (16) . All PCR reactions were performed in triplicate and verified by melting curve analysis and gel electrophoresis. The number of biological replicates is indicated in the figure legend of each figure.
Theoretical modeling of the nascent strand DNA abundance assay Throughout the course of S phase, the probability of an origin (Ori i ) firing is described by the probability density function: where t is the time from the start of S phase, which we define as having a length of L. After initiation, the replication forks will progress outward from Ori i along the line x i , with the origin at x i ¼ 0. Replication forks move in either direction; however, for modeling purposes, it is only necessary to consider one side of the replication fork. For simplicity, we will consider the fork moving in the positive direction. Fork velocity is represented by v i (x i ). We do not assume that v is constant, presenting it as a function of distance, nor do we assume that it is smooth, only that it is continuous such that:
has a real solution, where Dt is the time it takes a replication fork to travel from the origin to x i . Furthermore, setting it as a function of distance allows us to model the effects of replication barriers and site-specific stalling. Finally, we introduce 1 i , the probability that Ori i will fire within a given cell cycle, which we refer to as the origin 'efficiency'. For highly efficient origins, 1 ¼ 1; for less efficient ones, 1 , 1 and for inefficient origins, 1,,1. Indeed, any arbitrary, non-origin position in the genome can be considered as an origin of efficiency 1 ¼ 0. When we use 1 i as a scalar factor of the density function, we arrive at the modified cumulative distribution function:
The nascent strand abundance assay, whether analyzed by PCR or microarrays, tests for the presence of newly formed DNA a certain distance from the origin. The probability of finding a nascent strand of length x i is determined by two factors: the probability of the replication fork reaching x i and the probability, z(x), of isolating a strand of DNA of length x i . This can be modeled by the probability density function:
where ĝ i,t (x) is the transformation of the probability density function, g i (t), from a temporal to a spatial frame of reference:
Since a strand of DNA will be detected if the fork has reached or passed x i , we are interested in evaluating the accumulation of strands of DNA of length x i or longer, leading us to the integral:
Furthermore, as we are not interested in DNA from cells at a specific timepoint, but instead from cells throughout S phase, we employ the first mean value theorem for integration to arrive at:
Eq. (4) introduces the mapping of the g i onto a spatial frame of reference. To do that, we employ the change-of-variable rule for probability density functions:
where in this case, U ¼ t2Dt(x i ) and Y¼x i . Making these substitutions and substituting in Eq. (1):
Placing this back into Eq. (6), and rearranging the integrals:
Since we are interested in nascent strand DNA abundance and not a mere probability function, we multiply the entire equation by x, the percent of cells in S phase, to give us the equation for abundance:
Note that for each cell in S phase, we can only obtain a single strand of nascent DNA for an origin. Therefore, x is actually expressed in terms of strands of DNA. Finally, we generally assume that replication forks progress rapidly beyond the limits of size selection (.1 kb), such that for all values of x i less than the upper bounds of the size selection, F(LDt(x i ))%1. This allows us to simplify the equation to give us the final model:
This model shows a competing role for velocity and efficiency in determining peak shape. Likewise, the length of S phase and the number of cells in S phase are in a balance. In addition, stalling of the fork at a specific point (v i ! 0) will cause the inner integral of Eq. (11), the cumulative density function, to collapse to zero, causing the peak itself to show a sudden discontinuity as is expected.
Adjustment method of the nascent strand DNA values for statistical analysis
The nascent strand DNA abundance values generated by SYBR Green-based real-time PCR were adjusted in two steps, allowing us to compare the results obtained from untreated and APH-treated cells (Figs 4 and 5) . Briefly, the data were first normalized to reach equal total number of cells between samples within a given experiment (untreated and APH-treated paired samples), then corrected for the number of cells in S phase (x) and the length of S phase (L), which both differ between untreated and APH-treated cells (see previous section). In detail, the normalization step was done for each experiment independently by multiplying all of the real-time PCR values obtained from the APH-treated samples by the average ratio (untreated/APH-treated) of the values obtained for three non-origin primer sets on chr22 and near FRAXA (1.49 + 0.12, 1.12 + 0.12 and 0.83 + 0.04 for experiments 1 -3, respectively) (Supplementary Material, Table S2 ). These non-origin primer sets were designed within regions of the genome found consistently to have very low nascent strand DNA values in the microarray assay for both untreated and APH-treated samples, in multiple experiments. We assumed that the values obtained by realtime PCR with the non-origin primers correspond to the background level due to DNA breakage occurring during the DNA purification steps. Of note, this normalization step had a minimal impact on the adjustment of the data. The Statistical analysis of the differences in nascent strand DNA abundance levels
The nascent strand DNA data were obtained from a set of three independent experiments. Within each experiment, amplifications were performed in triplicate for each primer, using nascent strand DNA from APH-treated and untreated cells. These data were analyzed using a mixed effects model, with 'experiment' as a random effect, and 'treatment', 'distance from the origin' (primer) and 'regions' (FRA3B versus control origins) modeled as fixed effects.
DATA DEPOSITION
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